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Zoo Nooz
Introduction
Even the damp weather over the Easter holidays couldn’t take the shine 
off our delight at seeing a baby boom on the primate section with the 
arrival of a black and white ruffed lemur, twin ring-tailed lemurs, a black 
lemur, a pygmy marmoset, a yellow-breasted capuchin, a gelada and 
a lar gibbon, all born within the last few months. We hope that the 
arrival last year of the new male Sulawesi crested macaque and the 
breeding potential of the Colombian black spider monkeys finally ‘bears 
fruit’ - or baby monkeys in this case. We also welcomed eight baby 
Egyptian fruit bats and two Seba’s short-tailed bats within the Castle 
Creature exhibit.

The completion of another of our priority animal exhibit projects 
entailed replacing the 35-year-old triple parrot aviaries with one 
much larger aviary for eight scarlet macaws (Ara macao). With the 
tiger exhibit scheduled for redevelopment later in the year, we are 
on track to complete the refurbishment programme of all priority 
projects over the next few years. Alongside these projects we have 
completed the renovation of the former mongoose area to enable 
us to house a bearcat (Arctictis binturong) for the first time in at least 
50 years. The design of this exhibit was undertaken by staff, along 
with the inclusion of all the internal furnishing to help encourage 
natural behaviour and activity. The creation of the false tree within 
the indoor area was completed by the keepers and we even 
benefitted from the assistance of a keeper’s father who gave a 
hand to soften the appearance of the walls. 

For our younger visitors we have provided new outdoor play 
equipment by the Queen Mary Restaurant and in the Adventure 
Land adjacent to the camels. 
   
Having worked in an animal husbandry environment for many years, we 
expect staff to go the extra mile for the animals in their care and yet it 
is the relationships and friendships built with our visitors that make me 
most proud. Over the past few years we have introduced a variety of 
methods to acknowledge members of staff who put their heart and 
soul into providing friendly customer service and enable us to respond 
to customers’ needs. These include an Employee Reward Scheme which 
is supported by visitor feedback forms, praise from colleagues or visitors 
and from independent external visitor quality assessments. 

This is certainly a seismic change from the era I started working at the 
Zoo, when staff were not allowed, yet alone encouraged, to talk or 
interact with visitors. We were there to work with the animals, visitors 
came to see the animals and apart from providing directional information 
when asked, we were told our job was to work not chat. I cannot recall 
how or why this relationship changed over time, maybe we have just 
followed the trend in providing better customer service, and it doesn’t 
really matter why it changed, but I’m delighted it has. So if you have a 
positive or negative encounter with any of our staff please let us know, 
this will enable us to acknowledge staff with the right attitude or 
provide additional training if needed.

Get in touch

Zoo Director

Share your stories and pictures 
with us and we’ll print the best 
ones.......

@dudleyzoo

dudleyzoo

admin@dudleyzoo.org.uk

Castle Hill
Dudley
DY1 4QF
T: 01384 215313
www.dudleyzoo.org.uk

We continue to develop plans to create a new 
Education Facility at the base of the Zoo; this will 
replace the Discovery Centre currently housed in one 
of the listed Tecton structures at the top of the Zoo 
and will enable us to offer a more immersive 
experience for students. We are delighted that, 
despite the limitations of the existing facilities, the 
number of lectures and attendees has continued to 
rise over the past few years. With education as one 
of our primary objectives, we believe ‘historical 
and conservation education’ should include learning 
in its broadest sense and need not be confined to 
lectures to schools or children, but for learners of 
all ages and abilities. 

Derek Grove, Zoo Director

dudley.zoo
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Animal in FOCUS

did you know?
Scarlet macaw
Ara macao
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• Scarlet macaws are one of the most 
   intelligent bird species. When in captivity, 
   they are able to mimic words and sounds 
   and learn tricks. Because of these abilities,        
   they are often seen in pet bird shows.

• They are said to have the intelligence of a 
   4 to 8-year-old child with the emotional 
   intelligence of a 2-year-old. This means that 
   they can be demanding and cranky and even     
   throw temper tantrums if not given 
   proper attention.

• The scarlet macaw can often outlive humans, 
   in captivity they are known to live up to 80 years  
   while in the wild they can live approximately
   40-50 years.

• They have beautiful bright colors of green, 
   yellow, blue and red. This helps them to blend    
   into their natural habitat in the rainforest.

• In addition to strong beaks, they have strong, 
   flexible toes. They have two that point forward  
   and two that point backwards that are used like  
   hands to grab and move things.

Eight stunning scarlet macaws have 
winged their way to DZG and moved 
into our impressive, newly-built aviary.
The £30,000 development has given our new 
colourful residents plenty of space – more 
than 50 per cent extra room than the 
previous building.

We were granted planning permission to 
demolish three parrot aviaries and replace 
them with a large, single aviary near Lemur 
Wood, and the finished result looks fabulous.

The South American scarlet macaws came to 
us from Paradise Park in Hayle, Cornwall.

Zoo Manager Matt Lewis said: “These birds are 
such a vibrant colour and will definitely make 
themselves heard. Visitors will hear them as 
they walk up the hill and our bird keepers 
will have to wear ear defenders when they 
are inside with them.”

Scarlet macaws in their new home



Binturong makes Dudley debut
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We’re extremely excited to announce 
the arrival of a new species at Dudley Zoo - 
a binturong, or bearcat.
Elliot the one-year-old binturong has joined us from Olomouc Zoo 
in the Czech Republic along with one-year-old Ellie who has joined us 
from Tierpark Zoo in Berlin and both have moved into an incredible new 
£25,000 abode. With a feline face, a body like a small bear and a tail like 
a monkey which is used to grab on to branches, the binturongs love 
exploring their 4.5m high impressive new home which was built and designed 
by our maintenance team and keepers. The structure includes glass viewing 
areas, a climbing frame and two old whisky barrels which were kindly 
donated to the zoo by Eric Jenkins from the Whitford Group in Bromsgrove.

Part of a barrel is suspended in the outdoor section of their enclosure 
and another barrel section has been embedded into a false tree trunk 
as a binturong bed. The indoor tree was created by clever keepers and 
the walls decorated by talented amateur artist Colin Reddall – the dad of 
Lower Primates Keeper, Jade. Zoo Director Derek Grove said: 
“The binturongs are an interesting addition to our exotic collection 
and will hopefully prove fascinating to our visitors too. We are also delighted 
with the enclosure which has a large glass area allowing people to get a 
great views.” 

The binturong, an arboreal species from South and Southeast Asia, 
has scent glands under its tail which it uses to mark out branches and foliage 
in its territory but to humans it smells like buttered popcorn.
They are excellent climbers and can sleep high in tree branches, 
curling up with their heads tucked under their prehensile tails, which 
acts like another limb to anchor the animal around a branch.

Happy new home, Elliot & Ellie!

New Binturong enclosure

Ellie 

Elliot 
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Hello Bubbles
We’re bursting with excitement – a 
new male giant anteater has arrived at 
Dudley Zoo and he’s called Bubbles.

And who nose if romance will blossom? The friendly male 
arrived from Longleat Safari Park in Wiltshire on June 4 
and he’s already sneaked a kiss from our two-year-old 
female Romy.

Bubbles joined us just in time to celebrate his first birthday 
on June 19 and was treated to his favourite food – avocado.

To start with Romy and Bubbles were kept in separate parts 
of the paddock and gradually they have been given more 
access to each other.

The first step was visual access so the two could have 
contact by rubbing their noses together through mesh, a 
beautiful moment caught on camera by Dudley’s Zoo 
Assistant Curator Jay Haywood.

He said: “Introducing Bubbles to Romy was a slow 
process but it went very well. They now spend the day 
together and are just separated at night so we can monitor 
their feeding. Hopefully they will breed in the future.

“Bubbles is smaller than Romy and has a lovely 
temperament. We’ve given him a few tickles through the 
mesh and he seemed to like it.”

A distinctive solitary species, found in the tropical 
forests and grasslands of Central and South America, 
anteaters have no teeth and use their long tongues, which 
can project more than two feet, to eat up to 35,000 ants 
and termites a day in the wild. However captive anteaters 
eat a gruel supplement mixture packed full of meat, maize, 
fish oil and vitamins and minerals.

Listed as vulnerable on the IUCN Red List since 2010, the 
population has decreased by at least 30 per cent over the 
past decade, due to habitat destruction as well as being 
killed for food and pests.

A very warm 
welcome Bubbles!

Nice to meet you.... 
Romy and Bubbles



PLANTS FROM THE PAST
Historic herbs and plants used in 
medieval medicines and recipes are 
still springing up at DZG.
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The poisonous deadly nightshade 
plant, or belladonna, grows 
behind walls of the 11th century 
Dudley Castle – in areas not 
accessible to the public.
And the Duke of Argyll’s tea plant 
can be seen sprouting from the 
side of the Victorian cottage which 
was home to head gardener Harry 
Hatch when the zoo opened to the 
public in 1937.

Dudley Zoo’s Conservation Officer 
Chris Leeson said: “Both these 
plants are real remnants of 
history and would have grown 
on the site in medieval times.

“Some were used in foods, drinks 
and medicines and at the time 
women had a very unusual use for 
the famous deadly nightshade.

“They used to spray juice from 
the plant into their eyes to make 
them go wider, believing big eyes 
made them more attractive 
and appealing.”

Conservation Officer - Chris Leeson
Outside Harry Hatch’s Cottage

Deadly Nightshade

Argyll’s Tea Plant
in bloom
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Visitors, colleagues and managers at DZG have all nominated staff for the Employee of the Month award, which 
also sees two people get recognition for notable achievement each month.

Zoo Director Derek Grove said the scheme was proving a positive way of thanking staff for their commitment to 
the zoo.

He said: “Our staff regularly receive compliments from visitors on how helpful they are and how they go the extra 
mile for their animals.

“We brought in this system as we wanted to do something for those people who do go above and beyond what 
their job requires.

“It’s our way of acknowledging that our staff are doing that little bit extra, whether it be for the animals, their 
colleagues or our visitors.”

Each month the award winner and the two people commended for notable achievement receive certificates and 
gift vouchers.

So far winners have been selected for their helpful nature towards staff and visitors, for staying late to complete 
projects, for cancelling holiday to cover absences, for commitment to fundraising and for generally being 
enthusiastic and eager. Derek added: “We are proud to have a hardworking and dedicated team of employees 
and see this as a way of giving them a little something back for their effort and valued contribution.”

Managers from all departments across our 40-acre site put their heads together to consider the nominations 
objectively before deciding on the winners.

Well done to everyone who has achieved special recognition in this initial year and good luck to all employees 
as we go forward!

8. 

9. 

7. 

It’s almost a year 
since we launched 
our in-house staff 
recognition scheme 
and in that time 
praise has poured 
in for our dedicated 
employees. 1. Dan Harris 2. Sam Grove 3. Jodie Dryden 4. Amy Hickman 5. Mick Young

6. Mary Taylor 7. Langan Turner 8. Sarah Evans 9. Chris Leeson 10. Lucy Musgrove

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 5. 

6. 

10. 

Going 
Above 
and 
Beyond!



Dudley Zoo rocks!
Dudley Zoo has joined the nation’s 
treasure-hunt trend of finding rocks 
– and our visitors are getting in on
the fun.

At the start of April we hid 
three beautifully painted 
pebbles around our 
40-acre site for our 
visitors to find and 
either keep or re-hide.

Our talented in-house graphic designer Rachel Lane painted two stunning stones with a rabbit and reptile 
design – and she even roped in her hubby, Stewart, who painted an owl rock.

And we’ve recently discovered all three have been found, with our education staff coming across more stone 
creations from visitors.

Presenter Heather John unearthed a rock painted with The Avengers 
symbol by our burrowing owls and our Head of  Education Phil Turner 
also found one with a rainbow design in the Castle keep.

Rachel said: “I went round the site to check if our rocks have been 
found and all three have gone. I hope they have made people smile 
and it’s good to know the game is still continuing with other visitors 
leaving their own stones on site.

“We would like anyone who finds one on site to post the find on 
social media with the hashtag #dudleyzoorocks.”

The Avengers stone had the name Louise Berry 
written on it and Phil has now re-hidden it on site. And 
he plans to re-hide the rainbow one, which said ‘You 
are a rainbow of possibilities’, appropriately at the 
National Trust’s Rock Houses in Kinver.

9

Graphic Designer
Rachel Lane

Head of Education

Phil Turner, pictured 

with rainbow 
coloured stone.

Avengers Stone, Phil has now 
re-hidden it on site.
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We’ve transformed the Sensory Gardens 
into a beach for the whole summer and 
it’s already proving to be a popular 
destination for families.

The Queen of Dudley herself, Doreen 
Tipton, cut the ribbon to officially unveil 
the beach in time for the May half term 
and we had popular children’s entertainers 
Flip and Dippy sharing their circus skills 
during the opening weekend. 

Doreen, the Black Country star of 
Sleeping Beauty at Wolverhampton’s 
Grand Theatre - where DZG is the local 
pantomime sponsor - made sandcastles in 
the 50ft by 30ft beach and was pictured 
posing in one of our three comedy 
seaside peep boards.

Life’s a beach for Doreen Tipton 

Greetings from Ow 
Bin Ya Sands, the 
beach with a view 
at the heart of 
Dudley Castle 
and Zoo.

Wish yow woz ‘ere! ....

It’s a peep show for Doreen Tipton
& Zoo Manager Matthew Lewis
 



Matthew Lewis our Zoo Manager & Lewis Price 
maintenance specialist enjoy some time 
out on the sands.

The comedy peep boards, which show vintage pictures of Punch and Judy, Doris and 
Dick and Thin Tim and Big Bertha, and the giant deckchairs are a big hit with all ages 
and lots of people have been posing for some wonderful souvenir snaps.

The beach area is decked out with piles of buckets and spades, two giant deckchairs, 
plenty of picnic tables and refreshments will be on sale, including special-edition 
Ow Bin Ya Sands rock.

The beach is made up of a total of 80 tonnes of sand and beautiful 
vintage-style signs, designed by our in-house Graphic Designer 
Rachel Lane, are dotted around giving directions and information.

Dudley Zoo’s Marketing Manager, Andrea Hales, 
said: “It was wonderful to have Doreen with us to 
launch Ow Bin Ya Sands and she was such a laugh. 
We hope thousands of visitors will enjoy this new 
addition to the zoo throughout the summer when 
they are taking a break from visiting our 
animal collection.”

“The beach is in a super spot, in the shadows of 
Dudley Castle and offers great aerial views of the 
town centre and the surrounding area.” 

Why not come and feel the sand between 
your toes on your next visit?
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Pictured: Kay Marson 
Customer Services 
Team Leader, with 
beach souvenirs.



And another great effort!
This year’s Walk on the Wild Side has already brought in £1,000 towards our own in-situ conservation projects and WildCats 
Conservation Alliance, a charity which supports wild tigers and Amur leopards.
Marketing Manager, Andrea Hales, said: “We are waiting for final sponsorship money to come in but thanks to everyone            
who took part in our annual fundraising walk around the zoo and for being as wild about animal conservation as we are.”

Pat Stevens Head of Upper Primates
with the orang fundraising update
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Stuck for ideas ?
We’ve designed a fundraising pack for anyone wishing 
to donate to our appeal, which is jam-packed with 
ideas and helpful hints to help you help our orangs.

Anyone who wishes to raise funds or donate to this 
project can contact andrea.marketing@dudleyzoo.org.uk      
for more details. Alternatively you can donate via 
Justgiving by texting DZ0037 then the amount to 70070.

Helping our 
Orang appeal 
grow

Model of proposed new orangutan enclosure

Our fundraising efforts to build a new £800,000 orangutan 
enclosure are shooting up, with the total now standing at 
£283,255. DZG Head of Upper Primates, Pat Stevens, has just 
added the latest leaf to the appeal totaliser – a display 
alongside the orangutan house showing how far we’ve 
come. It’s hoped work on the entirely separate outdoor 
exhibit for our four popular Bornean orangutans, Jorong, 
Benji, Jazz and young Sprout, would begin within three 
years. The planned enclosure would be covered with a 
huge 10m-high net allowing us to incorporate climbing 
frames, hammocks and ropes for the arboreal apes.

All purchases of adult and little zoo keeper experiences 
are going towards the appeal and staff and zoo supporters 
have been incredibly generous. So far we’ve had 
Customer Service Team Member Kirsty Beckett ran Lichfield 
half marathon, businesses doing sponsored walks, an 
orange cake day and two talented visitors turned their 
fabulous orang photos into calendars and coasters to 
boost the total. 
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There’s never been a better time to come baby spotting at DZG – as we’ve had quite a bundle of 
spring babies. Tiny additions to the Zoo’s 1,600 animal collection include a gelada, a pygmy 
marmoset, a yellow-breasted capuchin, a lar gibbon, a black lemur, a black and white ruffed lemur, 
two ring-tailed lemurs, a Barbary lamb, eight Egyptian fruit bats and two Seba’s short-tailed bats.

They have all been born in the last few months and to make baby spotting simpler, circular ‘Zoo 
baby here’ signs have been put up outside some of the enclosures which house new offspring.

As yet, not all new little ones have been sexed and named by our busy primate team but so far 
the female gelada is called Kadida, the lar gibbon male has been named Gary, the black and white 
ruffed lemur is also a boy, called Zeus, and our two ring-tailed lemur twins have received the Star 
Trek-inspired titles, Sarek and Sulu.

DZG Curator Richard Brown said: “We’re delighted to 
announce all our recent arrivals and are very pleased 
to say mums and babies are doing well. It’s a very 
exciting time and our dedicated keepers do a brilliant 
job of looking after some of the world’s rarest animals.”

Oh baby! Numbers boosted by 
bumper births

Look out for our Zoo baby signs

Zeus
Zeus the black & white-ruffed lemur
Image courtesy of Steve Barton
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We are offering an early morning 
guided tour giving visitors the opportunity 
to go behind the scenes and get close 
to a variety of exotic animals.

Follow the Keepers as they go about 
their daily duties of feeding, cleaning 
and caring for some of the rarest animals 
in the world and learn about the vital
conservation work carried out at the 
award-winning tourist attraction.

Wake up the Zoo tour lasts approx. 
2 hours (starting at 8.45 am) and you 
are welcome to spend the remainder 
of the day on the Zoo at your leisure.

Are you interested in the history of 
Dudley Castle?
Due to popular demand from those who 
would like to visit and learn about Dudley 
Castle, we have introduced exclusive tours 
of the 11th Century Castle situated in the 
heart of Dudley Zoo. During these family 
friendly themed evenings you can learn all 
about the Medieval and Tudor times, life 
during the Civil War, the great fire in 1750, 
missile weapons & firearms, medieval food 
& cookery and much more…..

Friday 6th July – Dudley’s Nine Day 
(John Dudley and Lady Jane Grey) 
Friday 20th July – Dudley’s Nine Day 
(John Dudley and Lady Jane Grey) 
Tuesday 7th August – The Civil War
Thursday 16th August – The Spanish Armada 
(Elizabethan Arms & Armour) 
Tuesday 28th August – The Civil War
Friday 7th September – Food & Cookery

Wake up the Zoo
Have you ever wondered what it’s like to wake up 
some of the rarest animals in the world at one of the 
country’s busiest zoos?

Tours, start at 6.30 pm, last approx. 2 hours 
and are suitable for both adults and children, 
aged 8 yrs +. Cost is £4.00 adult and £2.00 
child (8-15 yrs) or £10.00 for a family ticket 
(valid for two adults & 2 children).

TO BOOK CALL 01384 215313

Events
Castle Tours

Sunday 9th September 2018
Adults £40 Children (8-15 Yrs) £30



Kidz Stuff
Can you dig out a fascinating 
fact about our new beach   
and win a prize? 
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Send us your answer to competition@dudleyzoo.org.uk giving your 
name, age & contact details and put “how many tonnes of sand 
competition” as the subject, by 31st July 2018.

?
Overall Size: (H) 60cm x (W) 28cm x (D) 28cm

WIN A SCARLET   M
AC

A
W

We’re hoping thousands of visitors will have tons 
of fun on our new beach called Ow Bin Ya Sands 
this summer. And anyone who can tell us how 
many tonnes of sand we used to create the new 
attraction is in with a chance of winning a 2ft-tall 
stuffed toy of a scarlet macaw.

Read all about the beach in this issue and email 
us with your answer. Best of British!



So, go ahead and stick out your tongue today. (Just avoid doing it to bosses 
and parents, etc. No need to get in too much trouble!) Post your best images 
of animals that you’ve caught sticking their tongue out on our social media 
pages. We can’t wait to see your cheeky snaps!

Details are correct at time of  going to press. We reserve the right to close parts of the Zoo and Castle as necessary. Please call prior to visiting. Dudley 
Zoological Gardens cannot be held responsible for any error, subsequent alterations or inconveniences arising therefrom.

DZG’s animals have been getting into the spirit 
of National Stick Out Your Tongue Day!

Just look at the efforts from some of our exotic 
collection towards the annual July 19 event…

STICK YOUR TONGUE OUT DAY!


